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In a world that is dominated by computer images, alternative stop motion techniques like pixilation,

time-lapse photography and down-shooting techniques combined with new technologies offer a

new, tangible and exciting approach to animation. With over 25 years professional experience,

industry veteran, Tom Gasek presents a comprehensive guide to stop motion animation without the

focus on puppetry or model animation. With tips, tricks and hands-on exercises, Frame by Frame

will help both experienced and novice filmmakers get the most effective results from this

underutilized branch of animation. Practical insight and inspiration from leading filmmakers like PES

(Western Spaghetti Creator, Time Magazine's #2 Viral Video of 2008), Dave Borthwick, of the Bolex

Brothers and more! The accompanying website will include further content driven examples,

indexes of stop motion software, a recommended film list and tools and resources for the beginner

and intermediate stop motion artist, animators and filmmakers.  Ã‚Â 
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In a world that is dominated by computer images, alternative stop motion techniques like pixilation,

time-lapse photography and down-shooting techniques combined with new technologies offer a

new, tangible and exciting approach to animation. With over 25 years professional experience,

industry veteran, Tom Gasek presents a comprehensive guide to stop motion animation without the

focus on puppetry or model animation. With tips, tricks and hands-on exercises, Frame by Frame

will help both experienced and novice filmmakers get the most effective results from this



underutilized branch of animation. Practical insight and inspiration from leading filmmakers like PES

(Western Spaghetti Creator, Time Magazine's #2 Viral Video of 2008), Dave Borthwick, of the Bolex

Brothers and more!  Spot potential problems and avoid pitfalls of non-traditional stop motion

techniques, andÃ‚Â adapt creative solutions for your own projects and develop professional

techniques as well as strengthen compositionÃ‚Â styles. Frame by Frame presents a

creativeÃ‚Â toolset of cinematography and lighting techniques andÃ‚Â equipment setups. Further

technique based tools,Ã‚Â finalized examples and tutorials for further artisticÃ‚Â skill development

is only a mouse click away at the companion website:

http://booksite.focalpress.com/companion/9780240817286/ Amplify your animations with this fresh

and unique look at alternative stop motion techniques! Add alternative stop motion techniques to

your projects with acclaimed professional stop motion tools, techniques and strategies while

standing out amongst the plethora of traditional stop motion videos.  Re-visualize stop motion

character movements, build downshooter rigs, and configure your digital workflows with After Effect

tutorials while creating dynamic, creative and inspired stop motion films.   Apply professional stop

motion techniques that have been taught and refined in the classroom and have been applied to

leading stop motion films, exhibiting at South By Southwest, Cannes and more!

Tom Gasek has over twenty-five years of award winning stop motion animation production

experience as an animator and director, having worked with directors like Will Vinton, Art Clokey

and Henry Selick. At Aardman Studios, he contributed Nick Park' s Wallace & Gromit short, "The

Wrong Trousers.&#x94; Gasek co-directed and animated, "The Inside-Out Boy&#x94;

(Nickelodeon), which is a part of the permanent collection at the Museum of Modern Art in New

York. Most recently, Tom has worked on Aardman's "Creature Comforts America&#x94;, Sony

Bravia's "Play-Doh&#x94;, and Laika's "Coraline.&#x94; Tom is currently an assistant professor at

the School of Film & Animation at Rochester Institute of Technology.

This is a fabulous text to go with an introductory animation or stop motion frame-by-frame technique

class. It would also serve well for the hobbyist. A great advantage is the amount of exercises for the

budget animator, and the step-by-step instructions that alleviate technical problem solving while

allowing wide-ranging creativity.

Tom Gasek's new book is a great overview of stop motion animation. The focus of this informative

book is on Pixilation, Time-Lapse & Downshooting. He gives the reader a journey from the earliest



film pioneers to the production of the many different styles and techniques of stop motion. It includes

the complete process of how to create your own animations in the age of digital photography and

editing. Gasek covers pre-production and post-production along with cinematography, lighting,

composition and performance. The book also has many informative exercises to make your own

animated movies. I highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to learn the fundamentals of

shooting frame by frame stop motion animation.

Very well-written book, any animator would be fortunate to have it in their collection. These tips and

advice come from someone who worked on The Adventures of Mark Twain and countless other

clay-animated productions. It is great to see the knowledge being passed on to the next generation

of animators. Without teachers, stop motion animation would be like the Anasazi: people would

know it had been here, but the techniques and traditions would be lost.

This is a good starting point or refreshing imaginative generator for the stalwart minds of animation

and the crafts children. There are varying processes and examples to generate the flames of

creation, so as one can try on his own. Mr. Gasek also provides differing and excellent teaching

supplements that make a great addition to the general animation learning books out there. Very few

cover Stop Motion, and he does a good job with this introductory and informative presentation to the

novice.

Helpful for class.

love this book

Got it first from the library. I had so many sticking tags that I felt I needed to buy it. If you think you

want to make animation films this book is a great way to explore and learn about it. You won't be

disappointed.

Book was really well written. Covers history and then explores current techniques very in depth.

Directions are easy to follow and i have had great success with trying the techniques myself
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